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Details of Visit:

Author: rubric
Location 2: Northolt
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 19 Jun 2013 Afternoon
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07790866152

The Premises:

Small house in a residential area - reasonably anonymous and quiet so I didn't feel I was being
watched. Inside is clean, with shower facilities and fresh towels available. By the sounds of things
not quite as nice as the apartment she used to work/live in.

The Lady:

Recognisably the same lady from earlier reports - that said, she has put on some weight since then,
so no longer slim - she's pretty and has nice eyes.

The Story:

My slight return to punting appears seems to have hit a not particularly great streak. Working down
my list of girls I liked to see outside Central London I picked on Carmen's details from field reports a
few months back.

Recognisably the same girl - though as I said she's carrying more weight (or others have a very
elastic definition of what slim means). The experience also appears to be different - what is offered
is less time with an escort - and more an older style 'personal service'. Her basic rate was 120 for
the hour - but after being quoted 180 for fk/owo - I settled for an hour + fk.

Leaving to get me a drink - she was obviously waiting for me to undress and lie on the towel - which
I did. A massage was offered and accepted - which was reasonable, enough. Gradually she started
to pay more attention to my arse and balls - at which point I turned over and started to kiss.
Eventually she asked if I wanted oral - a condom was applied and she started - but at this point I
was getting quite turned on so ended up having sex. A freshen up - a quick chat and round to -
again starting with a massage and ending up with a much more prolonged oral session and sex.

Here's the thing; she kisses great, she has that sexiness about her that turns you on, and she has
pretty eyes which she uses to full effect. Once extras are added though, what you are paying for is
more or less a parlor experience - as there is definitely that matter of fact PSE edge to the
experience.

I'll be back - but not till I've seen a number of girls on my list.
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